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In this work, we consider a semiclassical description of the spherically symmetric gravitational
collapse with a massless scalar field. In particular, we employ an effective scenario provided by
holonomy corrections from loop quantum gravity, to the homogeneous interior spacetime. The
singularity that would arise at the final stage of the corresponding classical collapse, is resolved
in this context and is replaced by a bounce. Our main purpose is to investigate the evolution of
trapped surfaces during this semiclassical collapse. Within this setting, we obtain a threshold radius
for the collapsing shells in order to have horizons formation. In addition, we study the final state of
the collapse by employing a suitable matching at the boundary shell from which quantum gravity
effects are carried to the exterior geometry.
PACS numbers: 04.20.Dw, 04.60.Pp, 04.60.Bc
I. INTRODUCTION
There are two main aspects related to the final state of
gravitational collapse of a star. The first one is the sin-
gularity formation; it is understood in the sense that as
the radius of a star vanishes, the matter energy density
diverges at its center. The second is the evolution of hori-
zons during the collapse. In the latter, if trapped surfaces
form as the collapse proceeds, then, the final singularity
will be covered by a horizon and hence, a black hole can
form. Otherwise, if such trapped surfaces do not form as
the collapse evolves, the radial null geodesics emerging
from the singularity can reach the distant observer and
the singularity will be naked [1–5].
It is believed that the singularity problem will be over-
come in a quantum theory of gravity. Loop quantum
gravity (LQG) [6–8] is a non-perturbative and back-
ground independent approach of quantum gravity that
provides a fruitful ground to investigate the removal of
singularities [9]. Nevertheless, LQG, in its own form
is extremely complex and difficult to directly apply.
Most solutions and results in general relativity are ob-
tained with approximations or assumptions, one of the
most widely used being symmetry reduction; this al-
lows to access the most interesting gravitational phe-
nomena such as spherically symmetric gravitational col-
lapse. Similarly, the symmetry reduction is expected
to simplify many problems of the full quantum gravity,
which provides a simple arena to test ideas and construc-
tions introduced in the full LQG. Moreover, by system-
atic perturbation expansions around symmetric models,
the crucial physical issues facing LQG can be analyzed
without restricting the number of degrees of freedom.
Loop quantum cosmology (LQC), being a symmetry re-
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duced model of LQG, inherits the quantum schemes ori-
ginated from LQG that dealt with the isotropic and ho-
mogeneous universe firstly and then extended to the in-
homogeneous and anisotropic model [10]. It also presents
itself as a possible path to unveil the cosmological and as-
trophysical riddles. Results from LQC leads to the con-
clusion that the cosmological singularities are resolved
in quantum gravity [11]. However, in view of the full
theory, there is still considerable ambiguity and none of
those results are fully satisfactory [12, 13].
Within the context of LQC, the status of the clas-
sical singularities that arise at the late time stages of the
spherically symmetric gravitational collapse, has been
studied in LQG [14–20]. Therein, different fields, such
as the standard scalar [14, 15, 21] or the tachyon [16, 22],
have been considered to play the role of the collapsing
matter source. By employing the quantum gravity ef-
fects (such as the inverse triad correction imported from
LQC), it was shown that the geometry of spacetime
near the classical singularity is regular. Furthermore,
some novel features such as evaporation of horizons in
the presence of quantum gravity effects were studied in
Refs. [14, 21]. In addition, it was shown in the Ref. [15]
that (inverse triad modifications) quantum gravity effects
predict a critical threshold scale for horizons formation
which may lead to the formation of very small nonsingu-
lar astrophysical black holes.
In recent years, some studies of the improved LQC
dynamics framework with a massless scalar field have
been developed [23, 24] (see also Ref. [25]). Concern-
ing the physical implications of the singularity resolution
in LQC, it was shown that the classical big bang singu-
larity can be resolved and replaced by a quantum bounce
[23, 24]. In view of these elements, it is expected that the
singularity arising at the end state of gravitational col-
lapse could also be resolved and replaced by a bounce.
However, the question we address is how loop quantum
effects can indeed affect the emergence of trapped sur-
faces in this kind of models.
A trapped surface, in classical general relativity, is
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2defined as a compact 2-dimensional smooth space-like
submanifold of the spacetime such that the families of
outgoing, as well as ingoing, future pointing null normal
geodesics are contracting [2]. When the quantum geo-
metry regime becomes relevant, the geodesic description
becomes inaccurate and the classical statements, based
on the properties of geodesics in differential geometry,
are not valid anymore and should be replaced by some-
thing more appropriate in the context of a quantum the-
ory. However, in order to extract some limited physical
information out of a full quantum theory it can be of in-
terest to employ first the effective theory of LQG. The
quantum dynamics of LQC, including the holonomy cor-
rections, can be approximated by a set of effective con-
tinuous equations of motion, which results in an effective
theory of LQC [24]. The effective theory takes the form
of a classical theory supplemented with correction terms
inherited from the quantum theory. Furthermore, in the
semiclassical regime, the use of similar concepts (such as
singularities and trapped surfaces) of general relativity,
make the question on how the (holonomy) corrections
affect this concepts an interesting topic.
In order to achieve that purpose, we apply the recent
results of effective theories of LQC to the resolution of
singularities arising in the gravitational collapse of stars.
More precisely, herein this paper we consider a spheric-
ally symmetric framework for the gravitational collapse
whose matter content includes a scalar field. We study
a semiclassical scenario of LQC for our collapsing model
which is provided by the holonomy corrections; in this
scenario the classical singularity is resolved and is re-
placed by a bounce. Then, by considering the physical
conditions for trapped surface formation, we investigate
how this semiclassical modification affects the collapse
end state. Our main concern is whether the expected
final bounce can be observed by a distant observer.
The content of this paper is organized as follows. In
section II, we provide the background scenario through
the choice of a suitable spacetime geometry for the
collapsing system and its matter content. In particu-
lar, we consider a flat Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-
Walker (FLRW) interior spacetime to be matched to a
generalised Vaidya geometry at the boundary of matter.
The matter source is considered to be a homogeneous
and massless scalar field. In section III, we study the
semiclassical scenario for the interior spacetime by em-
ploying the holonomy corrections imported from LQC.
In this section, we also investigate how quantum effects
influence the evolution of trapped surfaces as the collapse
evolves. In section IV, by employing the matching con-
ditions at the boundary of collapsing cloud, we study the
exterior geometry; depending on the initial conditions of
the collapse, we have scenarios where the final bounce is
visible to a distant observer or is covered by a nonsingu-
lar black hole horizon. Finally, we present the conclusion
of our results in section V.
II. GRAVITATIONAL COLLAPSE WITH A
SCALAR FIELD
We consider a spherically symmetric model for the
gravitational collapse to investigate the LQC effects on
the removal of the black hole singularity forming at the
collapse end state. Techniques to handle inhomogeneous
systems [17, 18] are still under development [26–28] (see
also Ref. [29]), but they do not easily reveal the phys-
ical picture. We, therefore, follow the literature (see,
e.g., Refs. [14–16]) and consider a simple toy model by
taking a homogeneous interior spacetime for a collapsing
spherical body (star) filled with a massless scalar field.
In order to describe the whole spacetime structure, our
interior region must be matched to a suitable (inhomo-
geneous) exterior geometry at the boundary surface with
the radius coordinate r = rb. Classically, this model al-
ways produces a black hole, but we show that holonomy
corrections from LQC change this situation dramatically
[5].
The matter is confined in a spherically symmetric re-
gion whose coordinates are considered to be (t, r, θ, φ).
The geometry in the interior region can be, in general,
described by the metric [30]
ds2 = −e2ν(t,r)dt2 + e2ψ(r,t)dr2 + a2(t)r2dΩ2, (2.1)
where a(t) is the scale factor and dΩ2 is the standard line
element on the unit two sphere. We can identify any shell
with the corresponding coordinate radius r. Considering
the class of scalar fields having one timelike and three
spacelike eingenvectors, this metric can be simplified and
a particular class of solutions is the the flat FLRW [31–
33]:
g−µνdx
µdxν = −N2(t)dt2 + a2(t) (dr2 + r2dΩ2) , (2.2)
where N(t) is the lapse function. In the case where the
scalar field gradient remains always timelike (behaving
like a stiff perfect fluid) and in particular when φ(t) 6= 0,
the scalar field collapse is continual and the endstate is
singular [34]. Notice that if the scalar field φ is monotonic
in t, it can be used as a physically meaningful parameter
(e.g. the physical time) for the collapse evolution. The
interior metric (2.2) was also shown to be adequate to
obtain an exact soluble solution for loop quantum cos-
mology (sLQC) [35]. Therefore, in this toy model, we
aim to follow verify the main features of the LQC ap-
proach in a gravitational collapse context. The physical
radius of such a shell is given by
R(t, r) := a(t)r, (2.3)
known as the area radius. In the context of the canonical
analysis, which differentiates the roles of r and t, it is
reasonable to fix the coordinate r and regard R(t, r) as a
function defined in the gravitational phase space.
In order to discuss, in the next section, the LQG cor-
rections to the classical evolution, we need to replace the
3phase space variables of the collapsing spacetime with
Ashtekar-Barbero variables [6–8] (Aia, E
a
i ). After the
symmetry reduction of the interior FLRW type (2.2),
the full phase space of gravity, Γgrav, is further reduced
to Γsgrav. The replacement of the phase space variables
carry another level of reduction consisting in imposing
a gauge fixing to the diffeomorphism freedom that es-
sentially reduces SU(2) variables (Aia, E
a
i ) to U(1) ones.
The reduced phase space Γsgrav is two dimensional and
coordinatised by the new variables [11] c := γa˙ and
p := a2 which are, respectively, the conjugate connec-
tion and the triad satisfying the nonvanishing Poisson
bracket {c, p} = 8piGγ/3; moreover, G is the Newton
constant, γ ≈ 0.23 is the Barbero-Immirzi dimensionless
parameter, and a ‘dot’ denotes the differentiation with
respect to the proper time t. Notice that, for any col-
lapsing shell labeled by r, the area radius is a (gravita-
tional) phase space function; R = r
√|p|.
Therefore, the corresponding classical Hamiltonian
constraint, obtained after this process of simplification,
for the interior geometry is provided by1 [11]
C = − 3
4piGγ2
c2
√
|p|+ Cmatt . (2.4)
(Notice that for a collapsing model, since a˙ < 0 hence,
c < 0). The interior matter content is assumed to be a
massless scalar field whose Hamiltonian reads
Cmatt = ρV =
pi2φ
|p|3/2 , (2.5)
where V = |p|3/2 is the volume of the fiducial cell [11].
For a massless scalar field φ, the energy density ρ and
the pressure p coincide, and can be expressed in terms of
the matter dynamical variables as ρ = p = pi2φ/2|p|3. No-
tice that, since the expression of the constraint equation
(2.4) does not depend on the the scalar field φ, its mo-
mentum piφ is a constant of motion; moreover, the matter
field φ and its conjugate momentum piφ satisfy the Pois-
son bracket {φ, piφ} = 1, thus, they can be used as the
coordinates of a two dimensional matter phase space.
By solving for the Hamiltonian constraint (2.4), the
corresponding Einstein’s equations for the interior region
can be presented [5] as
8piGρ =
F,r
R2R,r
, 8piGp = − F˙
R2R˙
, R˙2 =
F
R
, (2.6)
where the ‘, r’ denotes the differentiation with respect to
the coordinate r. The mass function F (t, r) is defined to
be the total gravitational mass within the shell labelled
1 Notice that, variation with respect to N forces the Hamiltonian
constraint (2.4) to be zero; vanishing Hamiltonian is equivalent
to the Friedmann equation, thus, the lapse function N(t) does
not play a dynamical role and correspondingly does not appear
in the Friedmann equation.
by r. By integrating the first relation in Eq. (2.6) we can
write the mass function as
F (r, t) =
8piG
3
ρR3 . (2.7)
We can also write the mass function (from the last re-
lation in Eq. (2.6)) as a function of the phase space
variables (c, p, φ, piφ):
F (c, p) =
r3
γ2
c2
√
|p| = 8piGr
3
3
pi2φ
|p|3/2 . (2.8)
In order to investigate the geometry of trapped surfaces
inside the star, it is convenient to study the behaviour
of the radial null geodesics emerging from the interior
spacetime. Introducing the null coordinates [36]
dξ+ = − 1√
2
[Ndt− a(t)dr] ,
dξ− = − 1√
2
[Ndt+ a(t)dr] , (2.9)
the interior metric (2.2) can be transformed into the
double null form [36]
g−µνdx
µdxν = −2dξ+dξ− +R2dΩ2. (2.10)
Consequently, the radial null geodesics are obtained
through the solution of g−µνdx
µdxν = 0, and assuming
the condition that dΩ2 = 0. Subsequently, we deduce
that there exists two kinds of null geodesics correspond-
ing to ξ+ = const., and ξ− = const. At this point we are
able to compute the expansion parameters [36]
θ± =
2
R
∂±R, (2.11)
where
∂+ =
∂
∂ξ+
= −
√
2
[
∂t
N
− ∂r
a(t)
]
,
∂− =
∂
∂ξ−
= −
√
2
[
∂t
N
+
∂r
a(t)
]
, (2.12)
for these geodesics, which measure whether the bundle
of null rays normal to the sphere is diverging (θ± > 0) or
converging (θ± < 0) [36]. Introducing the new parameter
Θ(t, r) := θ+θ−, we get
Θ =
8
R2
(
R˙2
N2
− 1
)
, (2.13)
which in terms of the phase space variables, and working
on the comoving gauge, by fixing N = 1, can be written
as
Θ(c, p) =
8
r2|p|
(
r2
γ2
c2 − 1
)
. (2.14)
4Using Eq. (2.13), the spacetime is said to be respectively,
trapped, untrapped or marginally trapped, depending on
whether
Θ(t, r) > 0, Θ(t, r) < 0, Θ(t, r) = 0 . (2.15)
The third case in Eq. (2.15) characterises the outermost
boundary of the trapped region, namely the “apparent
horizon”, which corresponds to the equation R˙2 = 1.
Note that Eq. (2.13) is also to be thought of as a function
in phase space, for every fixed shell r. Specifically, we will
have particular interest in the boundary shell, r = rb,
which bounds the support of matter. For that case, we
can define
Θb(t) := Θ(t, rb) = 8
(
a˙2
a2
− 1
a2r2b
)
. (2.16)
Since we are mainly interested in the eventual trapped
surfaces formation, due to the interior spacetime gravit-
ational collapse, we assume that the star is not trapped
from the initial configuration at t0; in other words,
Θ(t0, r) < 0 for all shells 0 < r < rb.
At the classical level, it is possible to solve the
Hamilton equation φ˙ = piφ/|p|3/2, analytically, which has
a general solution
φ = ±
√
3
16piG
ln
|p|
|p0| + φ0 . (2.17)
In Eq. (2.17), (φ0, p0) are defined as integration con-
stants describing the initial conditions for the collapsing
star at the t = t0 space slice. We will see in the next
section that, for φ→∞, we have p = 0, i.e., the volume
of the interior region vanishes; however, since the matter
must be contained in such a region, the energy density
of the cloud diverges, producing a physical singularity.
We will see that once quantum corrections are taken into
account, this scenario displays a rather different physical
outcome.
To model the exterior geometry, we choose a metric
of the Vaidya family2. Written in advanced Eddington-
Finkelstein coordinates (v, rv, θ, φ), it has the form [37–
39]
g+µνdx
µdxν = −
(
1− 2GM(rv, v)
rv
)
dv2
− 2dvdrv + r2vdΩ2, (2.18)
where M(rv, v) is a generic function of rv and v, which
is fixed by matching the Eq. (2.18) with Eq. (2.2) at
the boundary r = rb (for a discussion, see [14, 16]). The
2 This is a generalisation of the Schwarzschild metric, which ac-
counts for the possible matter emissions and the astrophysical
realistic case of a star surrounded by a radiating zone [37–39].
matching conditions are defined by matching the area
radius at the boundary Σ [5]:
rv(v)
Σ
= R(rb, t) = rba(t), (2.19)
together with the first and second fundamental forms(
dv
dt
)
Σ
=
R,r + rba˙
1− FR
, (2.20)
F (t, rb) = 2M(rv, v)G , (2.21)
GM(rv, v),rv =
F
2R
+ r2baa¨ . (2.22)
It should be noted that the singularity formation at a = 0
is independent of these matching conditions.
Matching the exterior Vaidya geometry to the interior
spacetime region plays two important roles in a collapsing
process: In the one hand, it allows the matter to be ra-
diated away as the collapse evolves; on the other hand,
it enables the study of horizons formation and their evol-
ution during the collapse. The second aspect is partic-
ularly important; indeed, the formation of a black hole
as the end state of a collapsing star indicates that there
exists a moment when an apparent horizon develops in-
side the cloud, so that, whole the matter collapses inside
that horizon. Otherwise, if the final state is not a black
hole, the trapped surfaces never develop at any stage of
the collapse, and hence, no apparent horizons form in-
side the star. In this paper we focus on the question of
whether or not trapped surfaces can form in the interior
region, once quantum gravity corrections are taken into
account.
III. SEMICLASSICAL SCENARIO
On this section, we discuss the quantum gravity in-
duced corrections to the classical setting which was intro-
duced in the previous section. To do this, we implement
an effective scenario provided by the holonomy correc-
tions imported from LQG (cf. see Ref. [23] for details)
for the spherically symmetric model (2.2).
In LQC, the holonomization process must be imple-
mented to approach as much as possible the full theory of
LQG. The hamiltonian constraint can be derived through
an embedding method [25], where the µ0 quantization
[23] and µ improved quantization [24] are well known
examples. In the present work we will adopt µ quantiz-
ation scheme. This choice is related to the fact that the
LQC dynamics following the µ0 quantization prescrip-
tion, presented several unphysical features [35]. In this
scheme, the algebra generated by the holonomy of the
phase space variables c is the algebra of the almost peri-
odic function of c, i.e., eiµc/2 (where µ is inferred as the
kinematical length of the square loop, since its dimension
is similar to that of a length); these functions together
with p, constitute the fundamental canonical variables in
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Figure 1: The left plot shows the time evolution of scale factor a(t) in the classical (dotted curve) and semiclassical (solid curve) regimes.
The right plot shows the classical (dotted curve) and semiclassical (dashed curve) energy densities ρ of scalar field; the solid curve shows
the behaviour of effective energy density ρeff in the semiclassical regime. We have used the value of parameters G = clight = 1, and
piφ = 10 000.
the quantum theory [11]. The procedure consists in re-
placing c2 by a sin2(µc)/µ2 in Eq. (2.4); hence we have
[23, 40]
Ceff = − 3
4piGµ2γ2
√
|p| sin2(µc) + Cmatt . (3.1)
The dynamics of the fundamental variables is obtained
by solving the system of Hamilton equations; i.e. [23],
p˙ = {p, Ceff} = −8piGγ
3
∂Ceff
∂c
=
2
√|p|
γµ
sin(µc) cos(µc). (3.2)
If we consider the Hamilton equations (3.2) and the van-
ishing Hamiltonian constraint (3.1), we can define a mod-
ified Friedmann equation, H = (a˙/a) = (p˙/4p) [23]:
a˙2
a2
=
8piG
3
ρ
(
1− ρ
ρcr
)
=:
8piG
3
ρeff , (3.3)
where ρcr :=
√
3ρPl/(16pi
2γ3) ≈ 0.41ρPl and ρPl is the
Planck energy density. Eq. (3.3) implies that the clas-
sical energy density ρ is limited by the interval ρ0 <
ρ < ρcr, which presents an upper bound at ρcr. Notice
that ρ0  ρcr is the energy density of the star at the
initial configuration (t = 0), with ρ0 = pi
2
φ/(2a
6
0) and
a0 = a(0). Hence, the quantum geometry effects are as-
sociated to an energy density modification, proportional
to −ρ2, which becomes important when the energy dens-
ity becomes comparable to ρcr. Furthermore, in the limit
ρ→ ρcr, the Hubble rate vanishes; the classical singular-
ity is thus replaced by a bounce (cf. figure3 1). Notice
3 In numerical studies in this work, we have used Mathematica
(http://www.wolfram.com).
that, in the limit ρ ρcr, the standard Friedmann equa-
tion is recovered.
From the Raychaudhuri equation we can define the ef-
fective pressure for the massless scalar field as [23, 25]
peff := ρ
(
1− 3 ρ
ρcr
)
. (3.4)
Figure 2 represents the behaviour of the pressures p and
peff in Eq. (3.4) conveniently scaled with the critical dens-
ity ρcr. In the semiclassical regime, the matter pressure,
p = ρ = pi2φ/2a
6, increases during the collapse (see dashed
curve in figure 2), but remains finite until the bounce
where it reaches a maximum at pcr = ρcr. The effect-
ive pressure (solid curve) is positive initially, then as en-
ergy density increases, peff decreases until it vanishes at
ρ = ρcr/3. In the range ρcr/3 < ρ < ρ, the effective pres-
sure evolves negatively until the bounce where it takes
the super negative value peff(ρcr) = −2ρcr at the bounce.
This indicates that, in the herein homogeneous and iso-
tropic collapsing model, the singularity resolution is asso-
ciated with the violation of (effective) energy conditions
(e.g., ρeff + peff < 0), which suggests that the quantum
gravity effects provide a repulsive force at the very short
distances [43]. This feature may also result in a strong
burst of outward energy flux in the semiclassical regime.
To discuss the trapped surfaces dynamics, particu-
lar importance is played by the function Θb defined in
Eq. (2.16). Therein, by replacing a˙/a with the effective
Friedmann equation (3.3) we have
Θb =
64piG
3
ρ
(
1− ρ
ρcr
)
− 8
a2r2b
. (3.5)
We will assume that the cloud is initially untrapped, and
thus for ρ  ρcr, we have that Θb(t = 0) is negative.
Now, we can study the behaviour of the effective Θb as a
function of the energy density ρ. Let us rewrite Eq. (3.5)
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Figure 2: This plot represents the behaviour of the pressure in
the classical and semiclassical regimes for the values of para-
meters G = clight = 1, and piφ = 10 000. In the classical
collapse, the matter pressure (dotted curve) increases and di-
verges towards the singularity. In the semiclassical regime,
the matter pressure (dashed curve) increases and reaches to
a maximum p = ρcr at the bounce, wheras the effective pres-
sure peff (solid curve) decreases and takes a minimum super
negative value peff(ρcr) = −2ρcr at the bounce.
by setting X := ρ/ρcr as
Θb(X) = AX (1−X)−BX1/3 , (3.6)
where A := (64piG/3)ρcr and B := 8(2ρcr/pi
2
φ)
1/3/r2b are
constants. The behaviours of Θb, with respect to X, for
the different choices of the initial conditions, are sketched
in figure 3. Therein, the solid curves represent the tra-
jectories provided by the semiclassical gravitational col-
lapse; whereas the dotted curve shows the classical tra-
jectories (which coincides with the semiclassical ones for
X  1). An equation defining the apparent horizon for
the effective geometry can be obtained by equating (3.6)
to zero. So, we obtain
X2(1−X)3 −
(
B
A
)3
= 0 . (3.7)
To solve this last equation, we compute the values of en-
ergy density at which the apparent horizons form. This
corresponds to the intersections of the Θb curve with
the horizontal axe in figure 3. Therefore, depending on
the initial conditions, in particular on the choice of the
boundary radius rb, three cases can be evaluated, which
correspond to no apparent horizon formation, one and
two horizons formation. Notice that, denoted by a dot-
ted curve, only one horizon can form classically. Let us
to be more precise as follows.
In the one hand, the modified Friedmann equation
(3.3) allows to determine the energy density at which
speed of the collapse, |a˙|, reaches its maximum. From
Eq. (3.3) we can present |a˙| as
|a˙| =
√
A0X
1/3(1−X)1/2 , (3.8)
rb > rø
rb  = rø
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Figure 3: Behaviours of Θb(ρ) in the classical (dotted curve), and
semiclassical (solid curves) regimes for different values of rb. We
have used the value of parameters G = clight = 1, and piφ = 10 000.
where A0 := (8piG/3)(pi
2
φρ
2
cr/2)
1
3 is a constant. It follows
that for the energy density ρ = (2/5)ρcr, the speed of the
collapse is maximum at
|a˙|max =
√
3
5
A0
(
2
5
) 1
3
. (3.9)
The scale factor amax, corresponding to |a˙|max reads
amax = (5pi
2
φ/4ρcr)
1/6. Notice that this value is inde-
pendent of rb, therefore, it is the same for any shell. The
minimum value of the scale factor, acr, is fixed by the
requirement that the Hubble rate vanishes, i.e., ρ = ρcr,
when the collapse hits a bounce; at this point we have
that acr = (pi
2
φ/2ρcr)
1/6 = (2/5)1/6amax.
On the other hand, by setting Θb = 0 in Eq. (2.13) we
get R˙2 = 1, so that, we can determine the speed of the
collapse, |a˙|AH = 1/r, for any shell r, at which an horizon
can form; in particular, for the boundary shell, this gives
|a˙|AH = 1/rb. When the speed of the collapse, |a˙|, reaches
the value 1/rb, then an apparent horizon forms. Thus,
if the maximum speed |a˙|max is lower than the critical
speed |a˙|AH, no horizon can form. Let us introduce a
radius r?, as
r? :=
1
|a˙|max . (3.10)
We see that r? determines a threshold radius for the ho-
rizon formation in the scalar field collapse with the mo-
mentum piφ; if rb < r?, then no horizon can form at any
stage of the collapse. The case rb = r? corresponds to
the formation of a dynamical horizon at the boundary of
the two spacetime regions [41, 42]. Finally, for the case
rb > r? two horizons will form, one inside and the other
outside the collapsing matter.
7IV. SEMICLASSICAL OUTCOMES OF THE
COLLAPSE
So far, we have analysed the interior collapsing space-
time in the presence of the quantum gravity effects. This
quantum effects are expected to be carried out to the ex-
terior geometry through the matching conditions applied
on the boundary rb of two regions. In the following, we
will focus on the main physical consequences that can
emerge from this scenario in order to predict the possible
exterior geometry for the collapse.
The classical Friedmann equation corresponds to the
last relation in the classical Einstein’s field equation (2.6),
which can be written in terms of the mass function as
H2 = F/R3. Consequently, and since in the semiclassical
regime the Friedmann equation is modified to Eq. (3.3),
this might imply a modification of the mass function
defined by Eq. (2.6). In other words, we can introduce an
effective mass function Feff corresponding to the modified
Friedmann equation (3.3) as
Feff =
8piG
3
ρeffR
3 =
8piG
3
ρR3
(
1− ρ
ρcr
)
. (4.1)
This describes an effective geometry on which the phase
space trajectories are considered to be classical, whereas
the matter content is assumed to be modified by quantum
gravity effects. In the classical limit, as ρeff → ρ, the ef-
fective mass function reduces to the classical one given
by Eq. (2.8). In the interior semiclassical region, since
ρ0 < ρ < ρcr, so both F and Feff remain finite during
the collapse. Using the relations F = (8piG/3)ρR3 and
ρ/ρcr = F
2/F 2cr (for a massless scalar field), it is conveni-
ent to rewrite Eq. (4.1) as
Feff = F
(
1− F
2
F 2cr
)
, (4.2)
in which we have defined Fcr := 8piGpi
2
φr
3
b
√
ρcr/3
√
2. No-
tice that Fcr is a function of the phase space variable
piφ; since, for a massless scalar field, piφ is a constant
of motion, fixed by the initial conditions, Fcr becomes a
constant for any shell (with a specific choice of rb) and
is determined at the initial configuration of the collapse.
Eq. (4.2) shows that, the mass function F is allowed
to evolve in the interval F0 < F < Fcr along with the
collapse dynamical evolution. Consequently, the effect-
ive mass function Feff increases from the initial value
∼ F0 (for ρ  ρcr) and reaches a maximum at Fcr/
√
3;
then, it starts decreasing and vanishes at Fcr (cf. see
left plot in figure 4). In addition, it should be noticed
that, classically trapped surfaces form when F > R at
some points during the collapse and F diverges at the
singularity. Nevertheless, in the presence of quantum ef-
fects, this situation is different. For the choice of rb < r?,
the effective mass function remains Feff < R, so that, no
trapped surface forms; if rb ≥ r?, then Feff ≥ R and
trapped surfaces form during the collapse.
For a collapsing star whose initial boundary radius rb
is less than r?, we study the resulting mass loss due to
the semiclassical modified interior geometry. Let us des-
ignate the initial mass function at scales ρ  ρcr, i.e,
in the classical regime, as F0 = (8piG/3)ρ0R
3
0, where
ρ0 = pi
2
φ/2a
6
0, and for ρ . ρcr (in the semiclassical regime)
we have Feff given by Eq. (4.2). Then, the (quantum geo-
metrical) mass loss, ∆F/F0 (where ∆F = F0 − Feff), for
any shell is provided by the following expression:
4F
F (a0)
= 1− Feff
F0
= 1−
√
ρ
ρ0
(
1− ρ
ρcr
)
. (4.3)
As ρ increases the mass loss decreases positively until it
vanishes at a point. Then, ∆F/F continues decreasing
(negatively) until it reaches to a minimum at ρ = ρcr/3.
Henceforth, in the energy interval ρcr/3 < ρ < ρcr, the
mass loss increases until the bouncing point at ρ → ρcr,
where ∆F/F → 1; this means that the quantum gravity
corrections, applied to the interior region, give rise to an
outward flux of energy near the bounce in the semiclas-
sical regime.
It is worthy to mention that, when an inverse triad cor-
rection is applied to the collapsing system (with a scalar
field [14], or a tachyon field [16], as matter sources), the
(quantum) modified energy density decreases as collapse
evolves. Whence, as the collapsing cloud approaches the
center (with a vanishing scale factor, where the classical
singularity is located) the energy density reaches its min-
imum value, whereas the mass loss tends to one. In the
holonomy corrected semiclassical collapse herein, the en-
ergy density increases and reaches to a maximum value
ρcr at the bounce (with a finite non-zero volume). Nev-
ertheless, the dynamics of the collapse is governed by
an effective energy density which decreases close to the
bounce and vanishes at a = acr. Consequently, the ef-
fective mass function also decreases and vanishes at the
bounce, which happens at tcr < tsing (with tsing being the
time when the classical singularity is reached).
If the initial condition for the collapsing star is such
that rb ≥ r?, then a black hole will form at the collapse
final state. We will now analyse a possible prediction
for the exterior geometry of the collapsing system in this
case. The total mass measured by an asymptotic observer
is given by mext = mM+mφ, where mM is the total mass
in the generalized Vaidya region, and mφ =
´
ρdV is the
interior mass related to the scalar field φ. Since the mat-
ter related to mM is not specified in the exterior Vaidya
geometry in our model, we just focus on a qualitative
analysis of behaviour of the horizon close to the matter
shells.
From the matching conditions (2.19)-(2.22), we can get
the information regarding the behaviour of trapping ho-
rizons in the exterior region. Indeed, when the relation
2M(v, rv)G = rv is satisfied at the boundary, trapped
surfaces will form in the exterior region close to the mat-
ter shells. On classical geometry, the boundary function,
F = (1−2M(v)G/rv), becomes negative for the trapped
region and vanishes at the apparent horizon. Therefore,
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Figure 4: The left plot represents the behaviour of classical (dotted curve) and effective (solid curve) mass function during the
collapse. The right plot shows the behaviour of the mass loss ∆F/F , as a function of area radius R. We have used the value
of parameters G = clight = 1, and piφ = 10 000.
the equation for event horizon is given at the boundary
of the collapsing body by F|Σ = 0. Nevertheless, in the
semiclassical regime, the boundary function is expected
to be modified by employing the matching conditions due
to the fact that the interior spacetime was modified by
the quantum gravity effects. Using the conditions (2.19)
and (2.21), we have that 2M(v, rv)G/rv = F (t)/R(t) at
the boundary surface Σ with r = rb. Since the mass
function is modified as in the Eq. (4.1) in the semiclas-
sical regime, therefore, the mass M(v) is also modified as
M˜(v) = Feff/2G at Σ:
M˜(v) = M − M
3
M2cr
, (4.4)
where 2GMcr := Fcr = const. Eq. (4.4) shows that the
quantum gravity induced effects leads to a modification
of the boundary function by a cubic term M3. By substi-
tuting the classical mass function with F = (8piG/3)ρR3,
we can rewrite the Eq. (4.4) as
M˜(R) =
C
R3
− D
R9
, (4.5)
where C := (2pi/3)pi2φr
6
b , and D := Cpi
2
φr
6
b/(2ρcr) are con-
stants. Eq. (4.5) represents a non singular, exotic black
hole geometry. Notice that, the effective exterior func-
tion Feff = (1 − 2GM˜/R) in the classical limit, where
ρcr →∞, tends to F = 1− 2GC/R4, which represents a
classical singular black hole geometry [21]. In addition,
as we expected, in the presence of a nonzero matter pres-
sure (of the massless scalar field) at the boundary, the
(homogeneous) interior spacetime is not matched with
an empty (inhomogeneous) Schwarzschild exterior [15].
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We have considered a spherically symmetric and ho-
mogeneous spacetime for a gravitational collapse whose
matter content is a massless scalar field. The homogen-
eous interior is matched to an exterior Vaidya geometry.
We employed loop quantum gravity to investigate the
quantum gravity effects on the fate of the collapse. We
subsequently studied the interior spacetime within the ef-
fective theory of LQC. There are two types of corrections
that are considered in effective studies in LQC; holonomy
and inverse triad corrections. In this paper, we focused
on holonomy corrections applied to the interior region
of the collapse. It was shown that loop quantum effects
remove the classical singularity arising at the end state
of the collapse, and replace it by a bounce. Further-
more, we investigated the evolution of the trapped sur-
faces emerging from the semiclassical interior spacetime.
The physical modifications related to the semiclassical re-
gime provided three cases for the trapped surfaces forma-
tion, depending on the initial conditions of the collapsing
star. In particular, our solutions showed that, if the ini-
tial boundary radius of the collapsing cloud is less than a
threshold radius, namely r?, no horizon forms during the
collapse, whereas for the radius equal and larger than the
r?, one and two horizons form, respectively. It is worthy
to mention that, this scenario is qualitatively similar to
the model previously predicted from an inverse triad cor-
rection [15].
The interior semiclassical collapse can affect the ex-
terior geometry by imposing appropriate matching con-
ditions on the boundary of two regions. Therefore,
an effective geometry emerged for the exterior metric
which allows the description of the physical consequences
present at the late time evolution of the collapse. For the
case in which no horizon forms, we have showed that, as
the collapse evolves, the energy density increases towards
a maximum value ρcr at the bounce. The energy dens-
ity growth of the matter cloud seems to be accompanied
by a negative mass loss, however, in the herein semiclas-
sical collapse the effective energy density decreases which
leads to an apparent positive mass loss near the bounce.
This results in a positive luminosity near the bounce and
9gives rise to an outward energy flux from the interior re-
gion which may reach to the distant observer. A similar
scenario was considered in study of gravitational collapse
of a standard scalar field [14] and a tachyonic field [16],
where, instead of the holonomy correction, an inverse
triad modification was employed. The mass loss obtained
therein, was characterised by a reduction of the energy
density and mass function towards the centre of the star,
which leaded to an outward energy flux from the interior
region and reaching the distant observer. In addition, in
the cases in which one or two horizons form, the result-
ing exterior geometry corresponds to an exotic nonsingu-
lar black hole which is different from the Schwarzschild
spacetime [15, 21].
The qualitative picture that emerges from our toy
model was influenced by the choice of an homogeneous
interior spacetime. Nevertheless, in a realistic collapsing
scenario one has to employ a more general inhomogen-
eous setting (see Ref. [44, 45] for recent development
of techniques to handle inhomogeneous systems, which
gives promising indications on how to extend the simpler
homogeneous case). Furthermore, the effective theory
that predicts a modified homogeneous dynamics, for the
interior spacetime, may also modify the spacetime in-
homogeneous structure [46]. In addition, when we apply
homogeneous techniques, it is only the interior space-
time that carries quantum effects; whereas the outside
spacetime is described by a generalised Vaidya metric
in the context of the general relativity. Some quantum
effects are transported to the outside, by imposing suit-
able matching conditions at the boundary surface, which
enter the Vaidya solution effectively through a nonstand-
ard energy-momentum tensor. This procedure is also lim-
ited by the fact that the consideration of a complete in-
homogeneous quantization, for the exterior region, may
provide significant modifications to the spacetime struc-
ture. These effects may not be captured for a general
Vaidya mass in a spacetime line element [29]. It is an in-
teresting problem to estimate which of the physical pre-
dictions based on the homogeneous models could still be
present when a complete inhomogeneous is considered.
Nonetheless, it is difficult to calculate such effects in these
more realistic models, due to the fact that we are still far
from a complete picture.
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